With the increasing density of VLSI circuits, the interconnection wires are being packed even closer. This has increased the effect of interaction among these wires on circuit performance and hence, the importance of controlling crosstalk. In this article, we consider river routing with crosstalk constraints. Given the positions of the pins in a single-layer routing channel and the maximum tolerable crosstalk between each pair of neighboring nets, we give a polynomial time algorithm to decide whether there is a feasible river routing solution and produce one with minimum crosstalk when it is feasible.
INTRODUCTION
With VLSI fabrication entering the deep submicron era, devices and interconnection wires are being placed at an ever-increasing proximity. Reduction in the interconnection and transistor switching delays results in faster signal transition times. All these factors increase the coupling effect (inductive and capacitive) between interconnection wires. Increased coupling effect not only increases signal delays, but also decreases signal integrity due to transmission line behavior. This phenomenon is called crosstalk [Bakoglu 1990 ].
In the literature, previous works on crosstalk avoidance in detailed routing fall into two main categories: the gridless routing model is used and spacings between wires are adjusted to reduce crosstalk [Chen and Wong 1992; Chaudhary et al. 1993] ; or the gridded routing model is used with works in this category focusing on channel routing [Gao and Liu 1993; Kirkpatrick and Sangiovanni-Vincentelli 1994; Thakur et al. 1995] and switchbox routing [Gao and Liu 1994] . The general approach taken in most previous work belongs to postrouting optimization. That is, a routing solution is first determined by a conventional routing algorithm, then algorithms are designed to modify the routing solution to reduce crosstalk.
In this article, we consider the river routing problem with crosstalk constraints. Although river routing has the best developed theory among all detailed routing problems [Lengauer 1990 ], there is no previous work with consideration of crosstalk avoidance. Contrary to Chen and Wong [1992] , Liu [1993, 1994] , Chaudhury et al. [1993] , and Thakur et al. [1995] , we consider crosstalk among wires in a global way during the routing process and develop a novel routing algorithm. Given the pin positions and the maximum tolerable crosstalk between each pair of neighboring nets, for any fixed channel width, the algorithm can decide whether there is a feasible routing solution. Furthermore, if there is one, the algorithm can give a routing solution with minimum crosstalk at the same time complexity.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 formally defines the crosstalk-constrained river routing problem. The optimal algorithm is presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we present a postprocessing heuristic to reduce the number of bends in the solution. Finally, Section 5 concludes the article with experimental results and some remarks.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In a river routing problem, we are given a single-layer rectangular routing channel with pins located at the top and the bottom of the channel. Let t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n be the pins at the top boundary of the channel (from left to right) and b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n be the pins at the bottom boundary of the channel (from left to right). We assume that there is a grid superimposed over the channel and that all pins are on grid points. For 1 Յ i Յ n, net i is defined by (t i , b i ). A route of net i is a simple path in the grid graph connecting t i and b i . We also assume all routes to be monotonic; that is, starting from one pin, a route can only proceed in at most two directions. All previous works on river routing used this assumption, since it does not hurt routability [Lengauer 1990 ], and at the same time, makes each route the shortest one. A routing solution is a set of routes, one for each net, such that no route shares a grid point. A route is legal if it exists in at least one routing solution.
Generally speaking, crosstalk between two parallel straight wires is proportional to the coupling capacitance between them, which in turn is proportional to their coupling length and inversely proportional to their separating distance. Since the coupling capacitance between two wires decreases rapidly as the distance between them increases, it is reasonable to assume that crosstalk only exists between wires in adjacent rows or columns. Without loss of generality, we can set the proportion constant to 1 and treat the adjacent length between two wires as their crosstalk. Crosstalk between two routes is then the total number of their adjacent grid edges. Note that this is also the crosstalk model used in Liu [1993, 1994] . In any routing solution, let R i denote the crosstalk between net i and net i ϩ 1, for 1 Յ i Յ n Ϫ 1. For example, Figure 1 shows a river routing solution and crosstalk between each pair of routes. Here, R 1 ϭ 2 ϩ 2 ϭ 4, R 2 ϭ 3, R 3 ϭ 2, R 4 ϭ 1 ϩ 1 ϭ 2, and R 5 ϭ 2.
For each pair of neighboring nets i and i ϩ 1, where 1 Յ i Յ n Ϫ 1, a constant C i is given as the maximum tolerable crosstalk between them. A routing solution such that R i Յ C i , for 1 Յ i Յ n Ϫ 1, is called a feasible routing solution. A route is feasible if it exists in at least one feasible routing solution. We also call C i Ϫ R i , for all 1 Յ i Յ n Ϫ 1, crosstalk slacks and define min-slack to be min 1ՅiՅnϪ1 (C i Ϫ R i ). The problem we address in this article can be stated as follows.
Crosstalk-Constrained River Routing (CCRR) Problem. Given a channel of width W, a set of n nets (t 1 , b 1 ), (t 2 , b 2 ), . . . , (t n , b n ), and a set of crosstalk constraints C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C nϪ1 , determine whether there is a feasible routing solution. If there is one, give a routing solution with maximum min-slack.
OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
In a river routing problem, since only one layer is used, the relative positions of wires are fixed. Therefore, the only way to reduce the crosstalk between two neighboring nets is to position them a little farther away. This can be regarded as inserting space between them. Because of the fixed pin positions and monotonic route requirement, the space that can be used is limited and must be allocated properly to fulfill the crosstalk constraints. In this sense, the CCRR problem might be transformed to and solved by a space allocation problem. But the transformation is not trivial because there is no one-to-one correspondence between space insertion and crosstalk reduction. There are two problems: crosstalk can be reduced without space insertion and space insertion sometimes cannot reduce crosstalk. We explain them by two simple examples. In Figure 2 (a), two nets are routed as close to each other as possible, and hence have the same space between them. Crosstalk is decreased when they change their shapes. In Figure 2 (b), one more unit of space is inserted between two nets, but crosstalk between them does not decrease.
Analyzing the situation in Figure 2 (a), we can find that crosstalk is decreased because more bends are introduced. The basic reason for this is that at the concave side of a bend the nearest wire is at least two units apart. Since bends are beneficial for crosstalk avoidance, we are interested in those routes with as many bends as possible. For each net, such routes are defined as MC (stands for minimal-crosstalk) routes, inasmuch as they will have minimal crosstalk if neighboring nets are routed closely along them. It is shown that, if there is a feasible routing solution, then there will also be one composed of MC routes. That is, considering only MC routes is sufficient to find an optimal solution for the CCRR problem. In addition, MC routes have many good properties. One of them is that space must be inserted in order to reduce crosstalk between two MC routes. This avoids the problem in Figure 2 (a) and helps in modeling the CCRR problem by space allocation. Details about MC routes are presented in Section 3.1.
In order to measure the crosstalk reduction requirement for each pair of nets, we need to compute the maximum crosstalk between their MC routes. We define this crosstalk as potential crosstalk of the two nets, which is the crosstalk when no space is inserted. Obviously, the difference between potential crosstalk and crosstalk constraint defines the requirement. Based on the properties of MC routes, the same amount of space is needed to get a feasible solution. The space that can be used to reduce potential crosstalk is defined as MC space. It may be decomposed into subregions called MC blocks, each of which is shared by a set of net pairs. Furthermore, if we restrict the maximum amount of MC space allocated to each pair of nets, Optimal River Routing • we can also avoid the problem shown in Figure 2 (b) . Under this restriction, we establish a one-to-one correspondence between MC space insertion and crosstalk reduction. Therefore, the CCRR problem is transformed into a space allocation problem. It can then be modeled by a flow network and solved by a maximum flow computation. Details about the space allocation and network flow are presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
MC (Minimal-Crosstalk) Routes
Without considering crosstalk, river routing is a well-solved problem. Given a river routing problem, there exists an O(n 2 ) time algorithm that decides whether there is a routing solution and gives one if possible [Dolev et al. 1981; Lengauer 1990; Lloyd and Ravi 1984] . In the CCRR problem, among all those possible solutions, one with crosstalk under constraints must be selected. In order to specify the flexibility of the selection, we are interested in two extreme routing solutions: all nets are routed as far to the left as possible, as shown in Figure 3 (a), and all nets are routed as far to the right as possible, as shown in Figure 3 (b) . For each net, we call these routes left and right legal boundaries, respectively (Figure 3(c) ). It is easy to see that a route is legal if and only if it is within the legal boundaries.
As observed from Figure 2 (a), bends are useful in reducing crosstalk. Therefore, we prefer to perform routing using as many bends as possible.
Definition 1 (Stair).
A stair is a route segment composed of alternating horizontal and vertical grid edges.
To illustrate the definition, a route is shown in Figure 4 (a), where the encircled segments are stairs. It is easy to see that except the first and last edges, which may induce crosstalk on one side, the middle part of a stair cannot have crosstalk with any wire. In order to simplify our presentation, in the rest of the article, we use a 45°line to represent the middle part of a Based on stairs and straight lines, for each net, we can define a binary relation on the set of its legal routes.
Definition 2 (Derivation). Let w and wЈ be two legal routes of a given net; we say wЈ is derived from w if its straight lines are all on w.
It is easy to check that the derivation relation is reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric, and hence a partial order. Based on the definition, in Figure 5 , the route in (b) is derived from that in (a). Dashed lines in the figure are legal boundaries, drawn to show that both routes are legal.
Since only straight lines can induce crosstalk, if wЈ is derived from w, it usually will not induce more crosstalk than w. Formally, this is stated as the following lemma.
LEMMA 1. Suppose wЈ is a legal route derived from route w. If w is feasible, then wЈ is also feasible.
PROOF. Consider a feasible routing solution that includes route w. Substitute w with wЈ. According to the definition of derivation, only stairs of wЈ may get crossed with the neighboring route. If this happens, we also change the crossed parts of the neighboring route and route them as close as possible to wЈ. It is not difficult to see that the changed parts are all stairs with the first and last edges on the original route. Continue the process until there is no crossing between routes. This is always possible, because wЈ is legal and we always route the changed parts as close to each other as possible. Because all new parts are middle parts of stairs, crosstalk cannot increase (usually, it decreases). e
The preceding lemma shows that if wЈ is derived from w, considering only wЈ is sufficient to find a feasible solution. Therefore, we are interested in a set of special routes defined as follows.
Definition 3 (MC Route). A legal route is called an MC (minimalcrosstalk) route if its only derived route is itself. 
PROOF. Suppose r is the given routing solution; if all of its routes are MC routes, we already have the result. Otherwise, there must be a route w that is not an MC route. By the process in the proof of Lemma 1, we can change w to an MC route without increasing crosstalk. That process will not change other MC routes to non-MC ones because every new part is a stair. Repeating the process for each non-MC route, we will finally get a routing solution composed of all MC routes. e Similar to legal routes, MC routes of a given net are also restricted within some boundaries. We summarize the properties of MC routes in the following lemma. PROOF. Suppose Property 1 is not true; that is, there is an MC route w that goes outside, say, the left MC boundary. According to the definition of an MC route, w must be within the left legal boundary. Let s denote a segment lying between the legal boundary and the MC boundary. It is easy to see that s can be changed to a segment on the MC boundary, which is always a stair. This is a contradiction to the fact that w is an MC route.
For Properties 2 and 3, first we show that on the left MC boundary, which is also an MC route, horizontal and vertical lines cannot be boundaries of the same MC region.
Suppose there are one horizontal and one vertical line on the boundary of a region. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the top pin is at the left of the bottom pin. Because of the monotonicity requirement, the two straight lines have only two relative positions, shown in Figure 7 . In Figure  7 (a), the vertical line is to the upper left of the horizontal line. The left MC boundary from a to b must meet the right boundary. Otherwise, we can "push" the stair up and right and get a longer stair. In Figure 7 (b), the horizontal line is to the upper left of the vertical line. The stairs starting from a and b will both meet the right boundary. Otherwise, we can substitute the straight line by the corresponding stair. This, then, means the right MC boundary meets some point between a and b. In both positions, horizontal and vertical lines cannot lie on the boundary of the same region.
For any other MC route, we only need to prove that it has the same length of horizontal and vertical lines as the left MC boundary in any separate MC region. This can be easily shown by comparing the coordinates of the two points where the left MC boundary meets the right MC boundary. Every route must go through these two points, and if their horizontal distance is larger (smaller) than the vertical distance, then every MC route must have horizontal (vertical) lines whose length will be the difference of the two distances. e Optimal River Routing 
Space Allocation
To make the presentation clear, in the previous section we discuss each net independently as though other nets do not exist. In this section, we consider the interaction among different nets. Theorem 1 allows us to focus only on MC routes.
We first consider the worst-case crosstalk between two neighboring nets.
Definition 5 (Potential Crosstalk).
The maximum crosstalk between any MC routes of net i and net i ϩ 1 is called their potential crosstalk and is denoted by p i .
Since only straight lines can induce crosstalk, the potential crosstalk happens when two MC routes have their straight lines as close to each other as possible. In fact, a general way to compute potential crosstalk p i is to route net i along its right MC boundary and route net i ϩ 1 as close to it as possible. For example, given two neighboring nets with their MC boundaries as shown in Figure 8 If p i Յ C i , net i and net i ϩ 1 can always be routed close to each other without crosstalk violation. But if p i Ͼ C i , we cannot route net i and net i ϩ 1 closely. The reason is that we are now using MC routes and, according to Lemma 2, changing shape cannot reduce the length of straight lines, and hence closely routed MC routes of net i and net i ϩ 1 will always have crosstalk p i . Comparing Figures 8(b) and 8(c) illustrates this conclusion. Therefore, to reduce the crosstalk between two MC routes, space must be inserted. For example, to reduce crosstalk in Figure 8(c) , as shown in Figure 9 (a), we can change straight line ab to aЈbЈ or straight line cd to cЈdЈ, which is equivalent to inserting space between ab and aЈbЈ, or between cd and cЈdЈ. It must also be noticed that, for each space insertion, there is a limit on the maximum achievable crosstalk reduction. Beyond that limit, inserting space cannot reduce crosstalk. Such an example is shown in Figure 9 (b).
Since each net must be routed in an MC route, the space that can be used to reduce crosstalk is restricted within its left and right MC boundaries (which are the left-and rightmost MC routes according to Lemma 2), that is, the space in the MC regions. But the space in each MC region cannot be counted independently. Different nets may share the space in their MC regions. For example, consider once again the two nets shown in Figure  8 (a). When net i is routed along its right MC boundary, as shown in Figure  10 (a), the shaded region in net i ϩ 1 cannot be used. Similarly, as shown in Figure 10 (b), if net i ϩ 1 is routed along the left MC boundary, the shaded region of net i cannot be used either. In fact, the two shaded regions must be treated as the same block shared by the two nets.
Space sharing not only happens between neighboring nets, but may span a set of consecutive nets. Generally, shared space can be identified as follows. Here we call a net a falling net if its top pin is at the left of its bottom pin, or a rising net if its top pin is at the right of its bottom pin.
Definition 6 (Shared Space). Given net i and net j with i Ͻ j, we can move net j left and down both by j Ϫ i units if it is a falling net; or move it left and up both by j Ϫ i units if it is a rising net. The overlapped space in their MC regions then is their shared space.
For the two nets shown in Figure 8 After identifying the shared space among different nets, we can now count the actual space that can be used to reduce crosstalk.
Definition 7 (MC Space and MC Blocks).
For each net i, where 1 Յ i Յ n, move it left and down both by i Ϫ 1 units if it is a falling net; or move it left and up both by i Ϫ 1 units if it is a rising net. The space within the MC regions then (shared space is counted only once) is called MC space. The whole MC space may be divided into blocks by MC boundaries. Each block is called an MC block.
To make it clear, we consider the following example composed of four falling nets. The nets together with their MC boundaries are given in Figure 11 (a). As shown in Figure 11 (b), net 2, net 3, and net 4 are moved left and down by 1, 2, and 3 units, respectively. The MC space is the space within the MC regions. It is composed of three MC blocks, S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , which are separated by some MC boundaries. Showing each net separately in Figure 11 (c), we find that S 1 is shared by net 1 and net 2, S 2 is shared by all four nets, and S 3 is shared by net 3 and net 4.
The following lemma summarizes the relationship between MC space insertion and crosstalk reduction. 
LEMMA 3. Let p i be the potential crosstalk between net i and net i ϩ 1. If, in a routing solution composed of MC routes, the crosstalk between the two nets is R i , then at least p i Ϫ R i units of MC space is inserted between them.
PROOF. According to the definition of potential crosstalk, the two MC routes will have crosstalk p i when there is no MC space inserted. Because the crosstalk comes only from straight lines, and all MC routes of a net will have the same length of straight lines, there must be p i Ϫ R i unit length of wires on the straight lines that have a distance of at least two from the other net. This means at least p i Ϫ R i units of MC space are between these two nets. e In summary, if we put two neighboring MC routes close to each other, the potential crosstalk p i will be induced. Based on the properties of MC routes, in order to reduce one unit of crosstalk, one unit of MC space must be inserted. The MC space is composed of MC blocks, each of which is shared by a set of nets. Therefore, in order to get a feasible routing solution, MC space must be allocated properly to each pair of nets. The space providers are the MC blocks, each with a finite amount of space. The space consumers are all pairs of neighboring nets, each with a requirement of max{ p i Ϫ C i , 0}. Of course, each MC block has a limit on maximum achievable crosstalk reduction (recall the case in Figure 9(b) ). Furthermore, a set of blocks may also have such a limit in total crosstalk reduction (explained in Section 3.3). These restrictions, together with the space allocation problem, can be modeled by a flow network. This is also presented in Section 3.3.
Network Flow
In this section, we solve the space allocation problem derived in the previous section. We have MC blocks, each with a finite amount of MC space that will be allocated to a set of pairs of neighboring nets. Each pair of neighboring nets, based on their potential crosstalk p i and crosstalk bound C i , requires max{ p i Ϫ C i , 0} units of MC space to be feasible. Since the objective of MC space allocation is to reduce crosstalk, the amount allocated from a set of blocks to each pair of nets must be restricted to make sure the same amount of crosstalk can actually be reduced. We model the space allocation as a maximum flow problem. The flow network can be constructed as follows.
Suppose we identified m MC blocks in the CCRR problem. For each MC block S i , where 1 Յ i Յ m, a node S i is introduced. Also, there will be n Ϫ 1 nodes D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D nϪ1 which represent the n Ϫ 1 pairs of neighboring nets. We plan to use the flow from S i to D j to represent the amount of MC space allocated from block S i to the pair of nets j and j ϩ 1. Therefore, we add a source node s and a sink node t. For 1 Յ i Յ m, there is an edge from s to each S i , whose capacity is the amount of space in block S i , used to model the available space. For 1 Յ j Յ n Ϫ 1, there is also an edge from each D i to t with capacity of max{ p i Ϫ C i , 0}, representing the amount of space requirement.
The network structure between nodes S i , for 1 Յ i Յ m, and nodes D j , for 1 Յ j Յ n Ϫ 1, is used to control the space allocation, such that, if an amount of space is allocated from a block, the same amount of crosstalk can be reduced. It can be constructed independently for each pair of nets. Consider net j and net j ϩ 1. Node S i can have flows into D j if and only if the two nets may have crosstalk within or along the boundary of block S i . This amount of crosstalk also gives the limit on the maximum achievable crosstalk reduction by S i , and is used as the capacity on the edge going from S i . For adjacent blocks with common boundaries, the maximum crosstalk they can reduce together is smaller than the summation of their limits. In this case, a restriction node R k is introduced. The edges from these blocks are made to enter R k and the capacity on the edge from R k is set to control the flow.
To make it clear, we consider a pair of nets with their MC boundaries shown in Figure 12 (a). Suppose their MC blocks are identified as in Figure  12 (b). The dimension of each block is given at the upper-right corner, where the first number is the length of the straight boundary, and the second number is the width of the block. Here, net i and net i ϩ 1 could be routed along the right boundary of block S 1 and induce 7 units of crosstalk on the straight lines. Therefore, S 1 can reduce at most 7 units of crosstalk for them. They could also be routed closely in block S 2 and induce 4 units of crosstalk, which is the length of straight lines they have in block S 2 . Therefore, S 2 can reduce at most 4 units of crosstalk. But S 1 and S 2 have a common boundary and together can reduce at most 7 units of crosstalk. Hence, a restriction node R 1 is introduced. As shown in Figure 13 , three edges are used to control the flows: (S 1 , R 1 ) with capacity of 7, (S 2 , R 1 ) with capacity of 4, and (R 1 , D i ) with capacity of 7. Similarly, S 3 , S 4 can reduce at most 5 and 3 units of crosstalk separately, but only 5 units together. These are controlled by the edges (S 3 , R 2 ), (S 4 , R 2 ), and (R 2 , D i ). Doing the construction for every pair of neighboring nets, we get a network as shown in Figure 13 .
The correctness of our approach is given by the following theorem. E, s, t, C) is the flow network constructed from a given CCRR problem, where s and t are the source and sink, respectively. The given problem has a feasible routing solution if and only if there is a flow that saturates all edges entering t.
PROOF.
d) Suppose the given CCRR problem has a feasible routing. According to Theorem 1, we can assume it is composed of MC routes. By Lemma 3, at f) If G has a flow that saturates all edges entering t, a feasible routing solution can be constructed by using the information from the flow. The nets will be routed one by one from left to right. When routing each net, say net i, two conditions must be satisfied: the crosstalk between net i Ϫ 1 and net i, R iϪ1 , is no more than C iϪ1 , and if the total flow from S j to D i , D iϩ1 , . . . , D nϪ1 is M then at least M units of space in S j are at the right of net i. For the first net, net 1, routing trivially along its left MC boundary fulfills both conditions. Now suppose net i has been routed. We initially route net i ϩ 1 as close to net i as possible. Consider each flow to D i with value z. If it comes from a block presented only in MC regions of net i, at least z units of spaces have been left between the route of net i and its right MC boundary. Hence at least z units of crosstalk have been reduced from potential crosstalk p i . Otherwise, it comes from a block in MC regions of net i ϩ 1. In this case, we can insert z units of space from the block along the straight lines of net i ϩ 1. This will also reduce z units of crosstalk. Since the total amount of flow to
Since we use only spaces flowing to D i , after routing of net i ϩ 1, the second condition is also kept.
To make it clear, consider again the example in Figure 12 . Suppose net i has been routed as in Figure 14(a) , and the flows from S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , and S 4 to D i are 2, 4, 3, and 0, respectively. Then net i ϩ 1 will be routed as in Figure 14 (b). e Based on the preceding theorem, a routing solution that maximizes the min-slack can be easily constructed. 
Algorithm Description
Summarizing the contents of the previous subsections, the pseudocode of the algorithm can be presented as follows. Increase capacities on edges entering t simultaneously by 1; 11.
Optimal Algorithm for CCRR Problem
Augment current flow; It is easy to see that, in the preceding algorithm, the maximum flow computation will be the dominant part of time complexity. Suppose there are n nets, and the width and length of the channel are W and L, respectively. It can be proved that the number of MC blocks is bounded by O(n). In the worst case, each net can have O(n) blocks in its MC regions. So the numbers of nodes and edges in the flow network are O(n 2 ). Since the total amount of spaces is at most WL, simply using the Ford-Fulkerson [1962] algorithm gives us O(n 2 WL) worst-case running time.
POSTPROCESSING
As we can see, routing solutions given by the preceding algorithm are composed of MC routes, which may have many stairs. Although stairs are useful to reduce crosstalk, not all of them are necessary in the final solution. To reduce the number of bends, we design a heuristic as a postprocessing procedure for the preceding algorithm. Intuitively, the procedure is an iterative "rip-up and reroute" process. Each time, only one net is chosen to be rerouted, and other nets are all fixed. We want to find a new route with fewer bends than the old one, but more important, it cannot increase the crosstalk (on itself or others). To fulfill this requirement, the contour of a chosen net can be defined as follows. Given a routing solution, the left contour of net i is its leftmost route such that the segments inducing crosstalk are on its given route; the right contour of net i is its rightmost route such that the segments inducing crosstalk are on its given route. For example, in the given routing solution shown in Figure 15 , the dashed lines show the contour of net i. It is easy to see that, in a feasible routing solution, changing one route within its contours will end up with another feasible routing solution. The postprocessing procedure consists of the following passes. In the first pass, net 1 to net n are changed, one by one in that sequence. For each net, the contour is first derived; then a line-search algorithm (such as Mikami and Tabuchi [1968] ) is used to find a leftmost route with minimum bends within the contour. The second pass processes in the reverse order, from net n to net 1. Instead, for each net, a rightmost minimum bend route is found within the contour. An example result of the postprocessing procedure is shown in Figure 16 .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
To test the efficiency of our algorithm, we implemented it on an IBM RS6000 machine. After computing potential crosstalk and identifying MC blocks, the program constructs a flow network and writes it out in the DIMACS format. A maximum flow program (here we use gold_hlf [Anderson and Setubal 1992] ) is then run on the network to compute the maximum flow. Since there are no benchmarks for river routing, let alone those with crosstalk constraints, routing instances are generated by a program. For each instance, we give two parameters: channel width and number of nets. The pin positions and crosstalk constraints are randomly generated. Here, we report the results on 10 such instances P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P 10 . In addition to the running time, for each instance, the number of identified MC blocks and the number of nodes and arcs in the networks are also reported in Table I .
In this article, we presented an optimal algorithm to generate routing solutions for the CCRR problem. In the formulation of the problem, crosstalk constraints are specified on each pair of neighboring nets and routes are required to be monotonic. But in practice, crosstalk constraints may be given on each net. In this case, our algorithm can follow a preprocessing step that translates "net constraints" into "net-pair constraints." Furthermore, although monotonic routes are sufficient for the traditional river routing problem, it is possible to find examples where nonmonotonic routes are needed to satisfy crosstalk constraints. Whether the CCRR problem with nonmonotonic routes can be solved in polynomial time is still an open problem. Optimal River Routing 
